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**Aggre-flex Drainage™ EIFS**

**Conceptual Details**
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**AFD-1B Drainage Board Profile**

- **1” (25 mm) R**
- **1-1/2” to 4” (38-102 mm) Thickness**
- **1/8” (3.2 mm) Depth**
- **1-3/8” (35 mm) spacing**

Insulation Board is factory cut to the drainage pattern

The wave pattern offers better cracking resistance when fastened compared to square-cut grooves
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**Aggre-flex Insulation Board**
- Sheets are 24” tall by 48” wide (610 mm x 1220 mm)
- Minimum Thickness: 1”, 1-1/2” (38 mm) thick for Drainage Insulation Board
- Maximum Thickness: 4” (102 mm) per Code

**AFD-1D Fastening Patterns**
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**AFD-3Q Door Jamb Detail with Fillet Joint**

Note: This detail is intended for residential construction only where the design professional anticipates minimal movement. Excessive movement may cause cracks and/or wrinkles in the system.
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**Note:** Expansion joint may not be needed with engineered lumber and/or no floor line movement. Verify with designer and Master Wall Technical Bulletin MW-140.
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**AFD-5H Dissimilar Materials Flashed (Section View)**

Note: For use when separating claddings or when a secondary drainage means is not provided.
Aggre-flex Drainage™ EIFS
Conceptual Details
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**AFD-6B Termination at Soffit/Gable**
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**AFD-6G Sloped Roof/Wall Intersection**
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**AFD-6I Chimney Cricket**

Extend Metal Cap 2” (51 mm) min. over EIFS (by others)

Aggre-flex Drainage System

Step Flashing – Min. 4” (102 mm) high x 2” (51 mm) Wide (by others)

Note: Keep EIFS Cladding 1” to 2” (25-51 mm) Above Roof

Shingles (by others)

Cricket (by others)